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John M Allegro - Dead Sea Healers - after 1985 producer of CBS Television, after 1985, with Douglas Edwards. This is the soundtrack (recorded by John Allegro from his TV to cassette) from a film made by CBS ... Read more → John M Allegro - Jesus and Kumran - Dead Sea Scrolls, April 19, 1985 Lecture to the
American Atheist Society in Ann Arbor, April 19, 1985 John Allegro asserts that Christianity is the New Testament ... Read more → John M Allegro - Dead Sea Scrolls: Cover-up? April 18, 1984. Producer and broadcast ian Walker Piccadilly Radio, Manchester, England. Why, after 30 years, was John Allegro the only
scientist who published the entire scroll ... Read more → English (United Kingdom) English (United States) Spanish (Latinoamerica) Sacred Mushroom and Cross: Exploring Nature and the Origin of Christianity in the Fertility Cults of the Ancient Middle East Cover Of the First EditionAuthorJohn M.
AllegroCountryUkryLanguageEnglishSubjectLanguage, Cults of Fertility, Christianity, Ancient Middle EastPublisherHodder and Stoughton LtdPublication date1970Media type print (hard back)Pages253 (third edition)ISBN0-349-10065-9 Sacred Mushroom and Cross : Exploring the nature and origins of Christianity in the
fertility cults of the ancient Middle East is a 1970 book about the linguistics of early Christianity and the cult of fertility in the Ancient East. It was written by John Marco Allegro (1923-1988). The Book's Theory links the development of language with the development of myths, religions and religious practices in world
cultures. Allegro argues, through etymology, that the roots of Christianity, and many other religions, lie in the cults of fertility, and that cult practices, such as swallowing far-sighted plants to perceive the mind of God, persisted in the early Christian era, and to some unspecified extent in the 13th century with repetitions in
the 18th century and mid-20th century, as he interprets the fresco plaincaultour Chapel, to be an accurate depiction of the ritual reception of Aitaman muscaria as the Eucharist. Allegro argued that Jesus never existed as a historical figure and was a mythological creation of early Christians under the influence of
psychoactive mushroom extracts such as psilocybin. His claims were often ridiculed and scorned by Allegro's unconventional theory. As Time magazine writes, the article is called Jesus as a mushroom. The book's reaction was described as notorious and one of the strangest books ever published on the subject of
religion and pharmacology. When it was published in 1970, there was madness in the media. This led the publisher to apologize for his extradition and forced Allegro to resign from his university post. Judith Ann Brown suggested that the book was read and difficult to summarize because it follows clues that cross
different cultures and lead to a multi-layered network association . Mark Hall writes that Allegro offered scrolls, but proved that the historical Jesus never existed. Philip Jenkins writes that Allegro was an eccentric scholar who relied on texts that did not exist in the form he referred to them, and calls the Holy Mushroom
and the Cross perhaps the most preposterous book about the scholarship of Jesus by a qualified academic. A review of some of Allegro's research has produced new purported evidence and led to calls for his theories to be overestimated by the mainstream. In November 2009, Sacred Mushroom and Cross was
reissued in the 40th anniversary edition with a 30-page addition by Professor Karl A. Cancer from Boston University. A more clearly worded exposition of Allegro's insight into early Christianity and its discoveries exploring the Dead Sea Scrolls was published in his 1979 book, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Christian Myth.
Allegro's work has also received recognition and consideration by such late proponents of empirical psychedelia through pharmacological interactions as Terence McKenna, who cited Allegro's claims of some psychoactive fungi analogizing eucharist, spoken in a live lecture in the 1990s. , Peter and VanderCam, James
(2005). The meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls: their importance to understanding the Bible, Judaism, Jesus and Christianity. Continuum International Publishing Group. page 324-. ISBN 978-0-567-08468-2. Allegro, John M. and Irwin, J. R. (2009). Sacred Mushroom and Cross: Exploring the nature and origins of
Christianity in the fertility cults of the ancient Middle East. Gnostic media research and publications. ISBN 978-0-9825562-7-6. Religion: Jesus as a Mushroom, Time, June 8, 1970. Taylor, Joan E. (2012). Essens, scrolls and the Dead Sea. Oxford University Press. page 305. ISBN 978-0-19-955448-5. b c Brown, Judith
Ann (2005). John Marco Allegro: Maverick of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing. page 291. ISBN 978-0-8028-2849-1. Hall, Mark. The foreword, in Allegro, by John M. Scrolls of the Dead Sea and Christian Myth. Prometheus 1992, first published 1979, page ix. Jenkins, Philip (2002). Hidden Gospels.
Oxford University Publishing House, 180, ISBN 0195156315. Hoffman, Michael (2006) Wasson and Allegro on the tree of knowledge as Amanita. In the journal Higher Critics. Allegro, John M. (2009) Sacred Mushroom and Cross, 40th Anniversary Edition, Gnostic Media, ISBN 978-0-9825562-7-6. Further reading by
John C. King, Christian View on Mushroom Myth (Hodder and Staughton, 1970) ISBN 978-0340125977 references Spell of Eden: Art and Entheogenic Vision of Paradise, Entheos: Volume 1 Issue 1, Summer 2001. Carl A. Cancer, Blaise D. Staples, Mark Hoffman - images on entheomedia.org Sacred Mushroom and
Cross on Goodreads.com Extracted from Sprecher: Rufus Beck 5 of 5 Stars Sprecher: Nina West 4.5 out of 5 Stars Sprecher: Hape Kerkeling 4.5 of 5 Stars Sprecher: Mark-Uwe Kling 4.5 out of 5 Stars Sprecher: Simon Jaeger 4.5 out of 5 Stars Sprecher: Catherine Frechlich 4.5 of the 5 Star Books NoOK Textbooks
Newspaper kiosk Teenagers First 74 pages of John Marco Allegro's book Sacred Mushroom and Cross dedicated to the origins of Christianity, read. The rest is not available. -----------------------------------------------There YouTube channel and its links: .... READ MORE I'll leave in the dark for Michelle McNamara McNamara
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